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Chapter 1949 A Young Man Like A Beggar

“Yes, father, the child will do it now.”

Chu Qitian retreated in panic.

Then continued to salvage the corpse in the sea area where the incident occurred.

“By the way, there is still something.”

Chu Zhengliang seemed to think of something again, and called Chu Qitian in again.

“Father, what else do you have to order?” Chu Zhengliang replied in a deep voice, “Just
in case, after you go back, inform me of all the forces under the Chu family in the world.
Everyone is paying close attention to whether there are people called Chu around the
world. An unknown person from Tianfan appeared.”

“But…

When Chu Qitian heard this, he was immediately lost and asked. “Don’t question it, just
do it!”

“Anyone who succeeds must be fully prepared.”

Chu Zhengliang waved his hand, as if he didn’t want to talk anymore, he let Chu Qitian
leave. In the study, calm was restored again. However, Chu Qitian didn’t notice at all. In
the darkness behind his father, he always There was a dark shadow that followed like a
shadow, guarding Chu Zhengliang’s side. After a while, the man’s low voice came from
the darkness. “Patriarch, are you too cautious?

“The third young master said before is not unreasonable. Generally speaking, in that
situation, the other party will never survive?”

However, Chu Zhengliang shook his head when faced with what the person said. “What
you said is just a general term.”

“This Brian Chu can become a titled master and be named in the heavenly list with the
body of the last and the poor.”



“How can this class of people be treated with common sense?”

“If he doesn’t die, he will be a confidant in the future.”

“So, if I don’t see his bones for a day, I will be upset for a day.”

“While speaking, Chu Zhengliang got up and walked to the window. Outside, the night
was deep and the cold wind was bitter. Soon, the day after Chu Zhengliang gave the
order, the Chu family’s forces around the world began to be interested. Inadvertently
pay attention to whether there is a person named Brian Chu. Chu Zhengliang has
always acted cautiously and must prepare with both hands. One is to let Chu Qitian
continue to take people to salvage the corpse. The second is naturally to prevent Mark
from really not being left. Death. In this case, he can only choose to let him die again. Of
course, the premise is to determine the whereabouts of Mark. At the same time, in a
remote town in the east of Vietnam, a dishevelled man The dirt, like a beggar-like young
man, stumbling, step by step, moving with difficulty. People passing by cast disgusting
eyes at him, and they all avoided him. However, who noticed him? Under the messy hair,
those piercing eyes are deep and long, as if they contain the sea of   stars! “Hey~” “A
well-off society, a long way to go.

“Among the residents of the town, there are always some simple and kind people.

An old man who had just returned home from the field felt pitiful and couldn’t bear it. He
bought a few steaming meat buns from the next bun shop and handed them to him.

However, the man turned a deaf ear.

The forward pace did not stop, and he didn’t even look at the other person.

That arrogance from the bones, even if separated by a hundred meters, is so vivid.

“Hold a piece of grass!” “I gave you food, don’t you appreciate it?” “Okay, you have the
spine and don’t eat food.”

“Then you continue to be hungry, right?” “Starve you fool!” The old man was very angry.

I did some good deeds with kindness and good intentions, and in the end it was good,
with a hot face and a cold ass.

A stinky beggar doesn’t appreciate it

Chapter 1950 Unfilial Son, Sun Brian Chu,

Come Back to See You~

“Pharaoh, you are troublesome.”



“People are poor for no reason.”

“People like this are not worthy of sympathy~” When the surrounding residents saw this,
they all shook their heads.

Looking at that person, there was disgust and sneer.

However, among the crowd, there was only a young woman who looked at this person
intently, her beautiful eyes glowing with inexplicable color.

I don’t know why, she always feels that the person in front of her, under the face of the
shaggy beggar, hides a hot and firm heart.

“He was not an ordinary person before~” The young woman whispered.

In this way, enduring the different eyes around him, he remained silent and turned a
deaf ear.

He leaned on a bamboo stick to support the ground, and walked slowly and hard.

Staggering, but firm!

It is like a moth chasing a fire, walking persistently towards the place where it must go.

Even under the feet, there are thorns.

Even if the future is confused and difficult.

Seeing this scene, the young woman was stunned, only to feel shocked in her heart.

She couldn’t help wondering what kind of distance the young man was going to be able
to withstand his displacement.

Gradually, the figure walked into the distance and disappeared at the end of the girl’s
sight.

And that person, after leaving the town, climbed towards a nearby mountain.

On that hill, I saw a deep house compound, like a wild beast, standing here, looking at
the vast world.

The boy no longer knew how he got to the old house.

Obviously there is only a 100-meter mountain road, but he walked from noon until night.

Finally, covered in blood, he fell in front of the door.



At the last moment before the coma, he raised his head and looked at this old mansion
that hadn’t been set foot in for ten years, especially on the door plaque. When the
Vietnamese character “Chu” was written in vermilion, he was always as strong as a
stone. He could no longer restrain his emotions.

Nearly instant, burst into tears!

In the end, he raised his arm with difficulty, exhausted his life’s strength, and clicked on
the old Chu family mansion with a history of hundreds of years!

“Too…too grandma, unfilial son Brian Chu, return…
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